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“300” 
Doubles Event 
June 9, 2018 

Saturday 
9:30 am Start 

Buffalo Gun Club 

Buffalo, MN. 55313 

www.buffalo-gc.org CONTACT INFO: 

763-682-2308-Club House 

612-483-6388-Wally Shelstad 

*This certifies that the Buffalo Gun Club has been 
authorized to hold a Registered Shoot Event. All ATA 
rules will govern this shoot and the scores will be 
included in the official ATA records. 

 

 

 

150 Pair of 
Doubles  

Sheri’s Custom 

E.A.R. Plugs  
“Made on the Spot” 

 

    
 

 

 

Sheri Shelstad 

   612-242-2164  



June 9-Saturday  
Starting time 9:00 am 

 

Targets per 100…....$21.00 

 Shoot all or part of the 300  program 

A.T.A. Daily Fee……….....$3.00 

M.T.A. Daily Fee..……..….$3.00 

Optional-Lewis Class…...$10.00 

(2 classes-2 places-300 targets) 

AWARDS 

Lewis-Class 

Awards on each 

100 Target Event 

3 events total 

 

 

10-Belt Buckles 

Three Lewis Classes 

DETAILS 

 We will throw 300 registered doubles, 
(150 pair) dividing them into THREE 
100 bird “trophy events” and award 
THREE belt buckles in each “trophy 
event” on a Lewis Class system. 

 To appeal to shooters at all skill levels 
we will award THREE belt buckles in 
each “100 Target Event”. High gun 
plus two Lewis Class Scores. 

 To eliminate a clean sweep, a shooter 
may not win more than one of the 
three high gun buckles, but is eligible 
to win the H.O.A. buckle and any Lew-
is Class buckle. 

 Should a shooter repeat as high gun 
score (or tie) in a succeeding event, 
the high gun buckle will go to the tied 
scored or a 2nd high score. 

 All ties for buckles will be decided by-

reverse scores by hundreds, (3rd-2nd-

1st) if still tied for long run from the 
front, and if still tied long run from the 
back. 

Award Break Down 

 1st  100= 1st Trophy Event  
 2nd 100= 2nd Trophy Event 
 3rd 100= 3rd Trophy Event 

 

 

Free Lunch !! 
For All Shooters 


